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collaboration, and communication platform Microsoft OneDrive
has reached its 1 billion-plus active users milestone, the company
announced today. That’s an impressive figure, but it’s more than
just a one-day celebratory moment. The milestone represents the
most dramatic uptake of a consumer cloud storage service so far,
with OneDrive surpassing Dropbox’s 900 million active users
within six months of its launch. Numbers aside, OneDrive is
generating an increasing amount of conversation among cloud
storage makers and analysts alike. The OneDrive issue has
attracted the attention of Microsoft’s competition, who have been
directly calling out the company, and their impending onslaught of
new storage services. “Since the launch of OneDrive, the software
team has had a clear vision for the product and how it should
evolve and continues to listen to customers,” Joanna Rutkowska,
Corporate Vice President at Microsoft Storage, writes in a blog
post on the company’s OneDrive site. “We have had a lot of
support from our customers and what we have learned from them
is highly valuable, both with the success of OneDrive and how it’s
provided a more personal and focused experience for people.”
“[Our] vision is a more personal and focused experience for people
to store, share, and collaborate on the content they care about.”
Microsoft and its competitors are all reacting to heightened
consumer interest in cloud storage.
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